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Character Playing Age & Description  Audition - Dialogue Audition - VOCAL 

Annie Oakley 
 
Lead 
Playing age: 
Early 20’s – 30s 

The leading role - triple threat, masses of stage presence and excellent at delivering comedy. Annie is a 
spunky young woman from the backwoods.  She is an unbelievably talented markswoman -- originally, she 
used this talent to feed and otherwise take care of her younger siblings.  Though not literate, Annie is 
extremely intelligent and resourceful.  She goes from a backwoods hunter, to a sharp-shooting assistant to 
well-known marksman Frank Butler, to his full-fledge partner, and finally to his greatest rival.  Ultimately, 
Annie’s talent as a marks woman brings her international fame and exposes her to people from the most elite 
echelons of society.  Her boisterous, opinionated nature and rough exterior are off-putting to some, especially 
at first, but ultimately, she becomes beloved by all for her charisma, her optimism and her spirit.   Annie’s one 
vice is her competitive nature, which makes it very hard for her to ever be vulnerable.  When she falls in love 
with Frank Butler, Annie ultimately learns to compromise -- she realizes that sometimes you have to lose a 
battle or two to win the war (and get your man.)  Based on the historical figure Annie Oakley.  
Likeable, honest and down-to earth – tough, but forever the optimist. Must see her character develop as the 
story evolves. Must be strong dancer too please. 

Act 1 Sc 1 p9-11 but only up to 
‘We’re in Bizness together. I 
pop em, she plucks em and she 
pulls em’ 
 
Act 1 Sc 4 p58-59 
 

‘Anything You Can Do’ - start to 
b.35 and  
 
‘They Say Its Wonderful’ - start 
to b. 48 
 

Frank Butler 
 
Lead 
Playing age: 30’s-
40’s 

The handsome star of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, Frank Butler is used to being the very best -- until Annie 
shows up.  Frank is confident, self-assured and is used to being in control of everything in his life.  He is driven 
crazy by his rivalry with Annie, and eventually is driven crazy in love.  Frank has extremely traditional ideas of 
men’s and women’s roles in the world.  When he falls in love with Annie, he struggles to reconcile this 
powerful, spunky, successful woman with his ideal of a quiet, deferential, sweet, dainty woman who stays at 
home.  Frank Butler’s character is based on the real-life Frank Butler. 
Must ooze self-confidence, stage presence, strong vocals and acting alike. The stage relationship with Annie 
must be believable. Suave, stubborn and egocentric.  

Act 1 Sc 1 p16 from ‘let me see 
it a minute’ to bottom of p17 
 
Act 1 Sc 2 p38 
 
Act 2 Sc 4 p56 
 

‘Anything You Can Do’ (same as 
Annie)  
 
‘The Girl That I Marry’ - start to 
b.38 
 

Buffalo Bill Cody 
 
Supporting  
Playing age: 40’s-
60’s 

A charismatic, larger than life character – a show man! Formerly known as Colonel William F. Cody, the owner 
and founder of “The Wild West Show” now goes by “Buffalo Bill.”  He is extremely charismatic, warm, and 
generally good-natured.  A master showman -- though he struggles to make ends meet, financially.  Bill sets up 
the entire musical by introducing his Wild West Show and telling the audience that they will now re-enact the 
story of Annie Oakley and Frank Butler, creating the framing device of a play-within-a-play.  Strong stage 
presence. 

Act 1 Sc 1 p1 
 
Act 1 Sc 3 p44 

‘There’s No Business Like Show 
Business’ bars 2-48 

Dolly Tate 
 
Supporting 
Playing age: 25 -40’s 
(script says 37!) 

Frank’s show-girl assistant on the Wild West Show, Dolly would desperately like to be more than just his 
assistant.  She is slightly over-the-hill, and thus is now desperate to find a husband.  As such, Dolly is wildly 
jealous of Annie.  Her jealousy and Frank’s unwillingness to return her affection have rendered Dolly rather 
dour and mean-spirited towards those around her.  She is also quite controlling and protective of her younger 
sister, Winnie, and forbids her marriage to Tommy Keeler -- both because of Winnie’s age and also because 
she disapproves of her marrying someone who is part Native American.   

Act 1 Sc 1 p6-8 
 
Act 1 Sc 3 p48 

‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

Chief Sitting Bull 
 
Supporting 
50’s – 70’s 
 

Chief Sitting Bull is a Native-American, Sioux Chief and holy man.  He becomes Annie’s protector, adopting 
Annie into the Sioux tribe.  Sitting Bull is being courted as a new attraction for Pawnee Bill’s rival show, but he 
ultimately ends up investing money in the Wild West Show out of fondness for Annie.  At one point, Sitting 
Bull, Charlie, and Buffalo Bill plot to merge Buffalo Bill's show with Pawnee Bill's show.  He is a source of 
wisdom throughout the play – the stillness of him is powerful. Later, Chief Sitting Bull is the one who suggests 
to Annie she might have to deliberately lose to him in a gun match in order to win the love of her life, Frank 
Butler.  A dry sense of humour and very wise businessman. 

Act 1 Sc 4 p57-59  
 
Act 1 Sc 3 p44-45 

‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 
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Winnie Tate 
 
Supporting 
Playing age: late 
teen (under 18) 

A young and pretty chorus girl in the Wild West Show who dances in Tommy’s knife-throwing act. The little 
sister of controlling Dolly Tate, Winnie is young and attractive and hates being treated like a child. She is fun 
and flirtatious, but she resents it when people don’t take her seriously. Winnie marries Tommy Keeler, but 
their marriage is annulled because she is under 18. Later, they are reunited. 
Must be a strong dancer and vocalist. Separate dance audition for Winnie Tate.  

Act 1 Sc 2 p33-34 ‘Who Do You Love’ - start to 
b.11 (sing own parts) and b. 36 
to b.60 (sing all) 

Tommy Keeler 
 
Supporting 
Playing age: Late 
teens to mid 20’s 

Tommy Keeler is a dashing young man with some Native American background who is a knife-thrower in 
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show.  He is young and ambitious, and terribly smitten with chorus girl Winnie 
Tate.  When her older sister Dolly gets in the way of Tommy’s marriage to Winnie, Tommy never gives up. 
Must be a strong dancer and vocalist. Separate dance audition.   

Act 2 Sc 2 p67-68 
 

‘I'll Share It All With You’ - start 
to b. 34 

Charlie Davenport 
 
 
Playing age: 30’s-50s 

Charlie is the business manager for the Wild West Show.  He is fast-talking, a bit of a salesman, and he can be 
cheap -- but, ultimately, he’s a good guy underneath. 
 

Act 1 Sc 3 p46-47 
 

‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

Pawnee Bill 
 
Playing age: 40’s-
70’s 

Mid-40s to Late 60s.  An oilier, less respectable version of his rival, Buffalo Bill.  Pawnee Bill used to be Buffalo 
Bill’s party and now is his rival and primary competition.   

Act 1 Sc 3 p44-45 ‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

Foster Wilson 
 
Playing age: 50s-70s 
 
 

The manager of the Wilson Arms Hotel, he “discovers” Annie Oakley after Frank Butler says he’ll pay $100 to 
Wilson to find someone to challenge him.  When Annie wins the challenge, he pays her $5, the agreed-upon 
amount.  That being said, he clearly makes far more of a financial benefit off of Annie than any deal that might 
be called “fair” would allow.  Foster Wilson is older, provincial, grumpy, and generally looks out for himself 
before thinking of anyone else. 

Act 1 Sc 1 p5 & 11-12 ‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

Moonshine Trio 
 

Cowboy Trio for ‘Moonshine Lullaby’. Strong harmony vocals required.  ‘Moonshine Lullaby’ bars 37-48 

Little Jake  
 
Child - small 
Playing age: 7-10 yrs 

Annie’s little brother, who sings “Doin' What Comes Natur'lly.”  Little Jake acts as a “bird dog,” flushing out 
game for Annie to shoot. 
Must be a good mover, actor and vocalist. The family must be a tight-knit unit, with Annie at the helm. Loads 
of energy and attack needed. 

Act 1 Sc 2 p36-top of 37 ‘Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly’ – 
bars 8-27 (sing all Annie’s 
sections aswell) 

Jessie Oakley (Child) 
 
Playing age: 8-12 yrs 

One of Annie’s younger sisters, she helps out Annie in the family hunting business. Must be a good mover, 
actor and vocalist. The family must be a tight-knit unit, with Annie at the helm. Loads of energy and attack 
needed. 

Act 1 Sc 2 p41 (all childrens 
lines) 

‘Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly’ – 
bars 8-27 (sing all Annie’s 
sections aswell) 

Nellie Oakley (Child) 
 
Playing age: 8-12 yrs 
 

One of Annie’s younger sisters, she helps out Annie in the family hunting business. Must be a good mover, 
actor and vocalist. The family must be a tight-knit unit, with Annie at the helm. Loads of energy and attack 
needed. 

Act 1 Sc 2 p41 (all childrens 
lines) 

‘Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly’ – 
bars 8-27 (sing all Annie’s 
sections aswell) 

Minnie Oakley 
(Child) 
 
Playing age: 8-12 yrs 

One of Annie’s younger sisters, she helps out Annie in the family hunting business. Must be a good mover, 
actor and vocalist. The family must be a tight-knit unit, with Annie at the helm. Loads of energy and attack 
needed. 

Act 1 Sc 2 p41 (all childrens 
lines) 

‘Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly’ – 
bars 8-27 (sing all Annie’s 
sections aswell) 
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Additional MINOR 
ROLES – TO BE 
CONSIDERED FOR 
ONLY 

Mac 
Conductor 
Porter 
Sylvia Potter-Porter 
Mr & Mrs Schuyler Adams 
Mr & Mrs Ernest Henderson 
Dr & Mrs Percy Ferguson 
Eagle Feather 
Running Deer 
Messenger 
Band Leader 
Waiter 

  

Dancers This is a fast-moving fun show for choreography and ensemble work, with loads to do for everyone! 
We will need a strong ‘troop’ of dancers (male and female) to lead the company with the big routines. 
 

Dancers Audition Dance ‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

Ensemble 
 

There is a loads to do for the ensemble and everyone will need to be able to move for the big company 
numbers.  
Ensemble are involved in all the company scenes throughout the show so need: 
 
Cowboys and Cowgirls 
Show Business characters 
Indian families 
Ballroom guests 
European Tour – crowned heads/monarchs etc 
 

Ensemble movement ‘No Business Like 
Showbusiness’ bar 153-201 

 

 
 


